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SWBL Summer League Overview 
SWBL is a youth basketball league, which serves as a great “facilitator” for the entire league.  We have sort of 
“standardized” it so that everyone knows when a tournament (event) is being run; the same rules are applied 
throughout.  Coaches love this, as they never have to worry about “how many time outs do I get today, or 
when does the clock start/stop in this event...” it is all just the same across the board.  Our job, essentially, is 
to put the people who want to host events, connected with the people that want to play in events.  During 
the winter season, this allows us to keep parity balanced as much as we can—let’s face it, no one get better 
or enjoys a 60 point blow-out at any level, let alone the youth level.  If we can keep those upper level teams 
playing other upper-level teams, as much as possible (and the same for middle level or lower level), then it 
makes for a much better scenario for everyone.   
 
During the winter, events are typically 6-team events, where everyone gets 3 games and it take a good chunk 
of a Saturday.  Our goal for the summer is to create an organized way for teams to play as much or as little as 
they want, using a “triangular format.”  This only requires 3 teams, with each playing 2 games.  These events 
would take place on various evenings, at various locations, throughout the summer.  The local team at the 
event would play at 5:45 and 7:45 and the two visiting teams would EITHER play at 5:45/6:45 or 
6:45/7:45.  This makes for a two-game event for each visiting team, in a compact time zone.  It is possible 
that a community will host an event and not have a local team there, and in those cases, one team would 
simply have to play the 5:45/7:45 slots…still just a 1-game break in the middle. 
 
So, how does it all work?  During the initial part of the schedule (until May 1), organizations/communities will 
be figuring out when they can host these 3-team events and entering it into the system.  All teams will 
register under the community (school district) they are a part of.  However, a community can have several 
organizations within it.  Each organization has an Organizational Leader (OL) who is “in charge” of the teams 
in that organization.  These organizations can have 1 team in them (basically a solo-team, doing their thing), 
or a boys/girls club, or the entire community.  It allows for teams that are not part of an organization to run 
on their own (although they do have to create an organization) and have all of the accounting separate from 
the others.  Only OLs can register to host events and they control securing facilities, etc.  Then teams can 
register and can enter any of the events, which were created by the OLs around the State.  They will find that 
different locations will run events on different nights and hopefully everyone will be able to find events that 
fit their busy summer schedule.  If a community has more than one court, they can host multiple triangulars 
on the same night and have different grades/genders all going on at once.  Teams will pay an entry fee of $95 
for each event they get into.  When Organizations host events, they will earn a hosting credit of $50 per team 
(including for their own team) to help compensate the cost of officials, etc.  The league has a standard 
admission charge so that everyone simply, “gets used to” paying the same amount at any event, they 
attend.  Host schools keep any gate and/or concession money they bring in, but are responsible for officials, 
etc.  (NOTE:  After May 1st, Organizations can still add events, but that will be the date that teams will actually 
be able to start entering those events). 
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